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A COMMENT ON THE THERMAL DECOMPOSITIONaF WOOD
AT HIGH TEMPERATllRES ,",

by ."... , , .

P. H. Th0lDB.S

INTRODUCTION,

"

where

WritWt,!U1d HaYward(1) meallui-ed the ratell ofd,ecoJilpositibn of euoes9f wo:o~ ,
between 3 ana. 19, mm in size, when they ,were' sudderily immersed into" vesselil con,:,
taining nitrogen maintained at'temperatures of 50000, 7000C and 900°C., TWo kinas
of wood (oven aried) 'were used, hemlook, density 0.43 and w'es'tern red ~e!J.ar,
density 0.34 dco., The results~ were expressed as ' , ' ', ' .

100 cL(P,.ptt» -=~J/OO (/- ~/p=)
d.t' ,

:,:l(.~~ -p·70(O. oobG5,T- ,~;tf) ",(lA)

l .

pressure at 'eiul,of,heating. . .. . "

"rate constant" sec~l (sic)

absolute temperature of vessel
; L .,. ".

- , density of wood;'

- :'~iz e of! cube

P = pressure in vessel at time 't,',

r", =
k =

T =

t = time in seconds'

'In this' paper these results are discussed in terms 'of the ph,ysic'al procesS'eS
of heat and lDB.SS, transfer. '

In some SUbsidiary experiments Wright and HaYward showed that the rate of'
decomposition along the grain was twice that acroas the grain.. One may presume'
this to be associated with the greater conductivity along'the grain.

For a cube cut normally and along the grain decomposition across' the' grain"
occurs on four faces and along the grain on two., We denote' the fastEll' of the two'
lDB.SS rates of deoomposition, i.e. the mean rate' along the grain" by m"
(gcm-2s"'1), and assume that this is constant in time. We can, then write the volume
of the undecomposed wood at, time 't as '

\ I _ /J31./- .:M11.e)Z-(I_ :<~~)
v, - "( (I t..J/-€ ", e..;/~ (2)'

where' w is the £'raction of' the total mass of" wood that vOlatalizes and is here
taken as 0.6. Since the excess pressure in the vessel is, propo~iona~:to:the
aacunf of volatiles.,

. ,".

and

Prom these

(4)



and

./

"

(5i)

••.J"

From equations (4) and (5) we can write

4.. I~ 1= 4~ltf(I-"-'{f1
dt- (; 0:;/ tvJ e , <»J

Fig~l shows 1( ( - "10.., ) as a fUncti~h of (f - 1'11'". ). Also on the sane
graph. ,~es,1t&Wll( i-:-tft..,fl.: , ., ' ~~ ( / - "i?oo )~ and it is, ~een that the ,..
calcufated-relation as. ~ntermediate between them. A'better agreement with'
Wright', Md. Hayviaro.' s '~~ation" wou?!!:. b~ obtained. by a~opting some factor ' "
other thliii 2 for the~,:r!l:tio ,of; the ,decolllPosition ,rj1tes

1.in
the two dil:"ections.·

However,. the 'average difference be'tween'( t :-: 1'/fico )'2 and the. curve . . ., "
caloulated on the assumption of a cenatiant; value of iii" is only about .
10 per cent, and accordingly we Wr;l.t.~ 'as' an approximation , "

,',:,' . '~J (Pf!=J .~ ./~:;~ ,ff - fI:..Jf~ :. ";,,(6)
Compari~ 'equatio~s (1) and (6r;vieobtiiinthevalue of 'the fa.ste~ cii the
two rates of decomposition as, , '," " , '. ,,' ," .

I-I 0(1_ 1J"7:)~-e)/O~~G<5",T \. (7)
~ I~(: -O~~,

Clear;I.y the slight quantitative discrepancy between'this forinuIation .
of the decomposition of the cubes and that of Wright and Hayward is not " in

. practice, a s;l.gnificant one. For' example,. no' attention has been paid to the
"rounding" of the corners ,or edges'of the cubes. Nevertheless, ,it is
preferable to regard the decomposition as the result of a linear or almost
linear charring rate than in termaof a theory which is formulated in
kinetio. terms. It appears inappropriate to discuss Ii kinetic law for the'
whole volume when decomposition takes pllice in a zone. The reactiopa in
this zone could of course be disc~sed kinetically.

j

. . . ..
The significance of the cube size is here a small correction ,to a ".'

charring rate't not a major .t.erm in a "rate constant".

A. pregen;tation in more. explic;l.tly.·chemical terms has. been givep. by,.... '
'l'yul!panovl?). . "." '..w·. .,

~) .. "

7'YUl~p.!IDo)r'.has performed experiments in' which cubes were p~gressively .
heated in a fUrnace and he quotes the following formula for the rate of:
decomposition.

dv _ i
at - 3'

.
(8)

where E is an 'actiyation energy' '
B. is the universal gas' constant
v is Ii. concentration .

The unitoi' time has been changed here from minutes to seconds. The
value given for E ever the temperature range' 3000 - 9OO0C is a low one 
6,300 ceJ/gm. mole and it i,s intereflting to note that this is close to, the
value (5,800) given when Wright and HayWard's data are plotted on an
ArrheniuB plot, (see Fig.2) and the Stefan-Boltzman radiat;l.on law gives an

t· . ", ~

'.' . .

~' \ -'..
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·"

apparent veJ,J,le",8f f~~S" 9rder., It /lIeeJllS :that TYUl~PElfov:'saotiya~ion,ene~gy, ,,;.':'"
expresses a dependence on temperature which is expl~ned o~ phYsJ.ca+ not"chepdoal:
gr01.lnds. The very low value of the rate constant,~ supports this. 'The seooiid" .. ' .., ,
order form of equation (8) may be a reflection of 'the decrease in rate due to the
increasing depth of char. " ' '

The experdmerrta.l results show that this mean rate, iii",' deoreases as I.e: ""
increases. The values /-e varied between 0.,1 and 0.8 so,that ,;'iii" ' varies by a
factor of about 2.3 over the whole range of thicialesses. Some of this variation
is probably due to the larger cubes forming larger depths of c~,.which ~esu1ts
in a lowering of the'heat,flux. to the reaction sene;. The: formation ,of an ':~' ,:',",
insulating char layer will reduoe the heat transfer to the~action'zohe'and the
rate of propagation of this zone will decrease with time. (See below), So that
as little error,'aspossible arises' 'from this' effect we, shall ~scuss',at'first :;di'
only the results fOr, the' smallest cubes•.': Also the convective heat, transfe~ iii ';''''':.. '
dependent on the si'ze' of ,the' cube' but this i cannot account' foI' the' effeot Qf' r 'site':"" ,:'" '
at the higher temperatures where radiation is predominant. We shall now oonsider '
some of the implications of these values of' iii". ' ,~, .",''-'

Mass Transfer Theory'

For mass transfer we use the formula(3) which is derived from, the treatment
given by Spalding for a drop of liquid fuel.

~

:= O"b:!) '(~f) r-~~ ff-~' ,

eis the diameter of the spherical drop which we shall regard as
equal to the side of a, cube,

B is the transfer number

g the gravitational acceleration

'Kg the thermal conductivity Of the gases

,;,) the kinematic viscosity

and Cs the specific heat of the liquid or solid;

,(10) ,
:. . ." -. . .-(':;

combustion, B, ,as in these experiments done in nitrogen,'is

'::" -:
15=

is the specific heat of ,the gas

the environmental temperature
. . '" i . .

the surface temperature

is:,the diffusi()~ and convected heat required to transfer 1 gm of' ,
subs'tance from the surf'ace;

We shall regard ,wood as decomposing at a fixed temperature. - Tc - and
neglect the, s!Da:l1 dd.f'f'er-ence between cubes and spheres. Rapid decomposition

where Cg
Ts
Ts

and Qo

Where, there: is'no
given by

',j

: -; "

, ,i.Strictly speakiiig wooa:<lecompos~:'1 .over- a r-ange of temperature depend.:l.ng on,~the,
heating conditions.:, An,ana,Jysis taking this into' account would be 'greatly~ .: ',"
complicatedarrlin view of othe,r uncertainties in the property values and, their:" ':'
variation with temperature which is not taken into account in dllriving equation
(9) it is sufficient to assume a fixed charring temperature' for the purposes of
this paper. '

- 3 -
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where ,q is the exothermic heat ;-e:J..ease per gIn oJ' tran~ferred s~b~tanoe;~;'

',.: , ' :. ': which may be negative~4) .. , .: '_ ",':' i.

':.: ," "~:, I is" the net radia.tion received ,". " 0

'. . .,.. . . . . . ~ , . ~

and Qs is the heat .conbent of the gases' lea7{ing. the .,&61ids ,0£- th;e'
, . r-esddue., per gm of. ,v91atiles.'~.. '...~ ...

, ' ,.s :

" ., ~ ,

~ '. ~. ....1 ••.• '. • _ • ••• •. • ~. •

,"':' Table 1 giv.es the nwnerica.1 values' adopted.' The gases evolved are.i', '
ass~, ·to be similar to ethylene in, physical prop¢ies, the values of", .. ' ,
',l~$lJp~ture, dependent quantities being taken' at the mean temperature,

-:'~O" :t1.1'g ~' " ,~ ,
2

.' ,

../

TABLE 1
. , .."........

':-'

, ,
J :,"

, ,
'500°(; "'70000

"

9000C~ ..... ..
, ..

Cs 0• .34- 0.34 ..( ,.0.'34-

Cg 0.71 0.81 "'-. 0.89'. ' .

w 0.6 0.6 0.6

Xg 2.0 x'l(j"4 2.4 x 10"9- 2.9 x 10-4-

;; 5.5 x 10-4- 4..8' x'lcr4· 4.3 x'lcr4
)) 0.47 0.,62 0.76

"

:,....

j

We,have also I = .~ CTg4 - Ts
4)

where t is the Stefan-Holtzman constant

(12)

:' To parl'orm calculations we must defineQs. If· the 'Volatiles
at To ",unheated by pasadng through the char layer

Qs ~ CY,,1 = C$f7L-~) ~(~ _jCstr.~T"j

emerge,

" (:u..)

'where To' is the' 1mtial temp eratnre of· th~ woed , but if' emerging at
Ts - perfect heat exchange between volatiles and 'char'

f\)· f.) '" CsC;:~::ro) +(q ~Csf7:;-"TZ,:\
, "-{ S -=. '-\'~. A. ~$' :J

_,!~~l'.lt1Y1 .taldng a.m~~.J of 0.4 w:e~lcu1ate from :equation (7) the value'
of mit when JL is 3 rom - the 'observed', value of iiin • We then insert this
ipto 'eq\1B:ti~p.'(9) to, 'obtain Qo.' Wit~" I . ,giv~n ?y~quation (12)
assuming -.!r,4 .".;c:::.< r , Tg4: 'we:·oalculate· maximum',pos8J.ble values for Qs - q ,
the .net axt§rnal heating ,'required tq'"prOduM 1 ism of volatiles. These are
~V'en,,~in'Table .2., ., ~ ',::L,,':,' ':~.,C' " 0 ' '

'....:J . . ~~. 'l., _.
0' r" ~ w .' j';' ~ " ' ..

r •
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TAl3LE 2
"', .

Calculated Values of Qs,l' Qs2 and Qs .; q
( (based on data for .1. = 3 mm)

.. !

m" from
equation (7) Tg Qs - q oal/gm 9Bl, (Tg) Qs2 (Tg)

s cm"'2s- 1 ., , " ..,
-'.\

0.0015 5000C 340 204 358

0.0035 .:
..
~7bo°c " ",350 ", " 250 562

J " ~_.

':9~~& 296 .., ",~'O055,,; 470 830
. I: "

, j

If Til,4 ~T;- ',the calculations suggest that q beccmes
temperature rises, i.e; as the rate of deoomposition in9r~ases.

qualitatively in accordance with the findings ,of Klason~4).
,',

smaller as the
This~s

Also: in Tabla 2 'are given values' 'of QSl and QS2, calculated a~ !JIBiimum
values assuming Ts = Tg•

" The value of j:.. :lind hence of Qs - q is not very sensitive 'to the value of
Ts until values approaching within about 2000C of 'Tg are involved.

The minimum values of
are then the same and equal
caloulated for Qs - q.

QSl and, 9s,2 are' obtained by putting, Ts ~ Tc·'-- They .:
to 160 caJlgm~ between -if and ! of the value '

The values of Qs' - q calculated frain Wright', and Hayward"s data for the
heating across the grain would, be about twice the values quoted in,Table 2 and
would be larger for larger, cubes.'

Clearly a'precise value of Ts
the char and the stream of,volatiles
its sign, can be made of 'q.

and the extent of the heat exchange ,between
are necessary before any estimate, even if.. . .

"

, It is not a straightforward matter to decidewhether'this heat, exchange' is
significant or not because the pores in the char layer appear to consist '
characteristically of large and small pores and the volatiles may preferentially
emerge from the cr~cks with less heat exchange than if one assumed all poras to
be: the same size. Some experiments are in progress to study this'question.

However, the two, extreme situations may be separately ccnsddez-ed in an attempt
to evaluate Ts . ' ,

THE EFFECT elF THICKNESS ClF CHAll.

'The results of' Wright and Hayward show that iii" Varies with cube size as in
equation (7) and her,e we set out to develop an expression for the effect of charcoal
thickness on iii". Consider the assumption that the volatiles are not heated by

.1 the charcoal residue.' "
i

The heaj; transferred to unit area of the reaction zone across a la,yer C!f
thickness ~ is !E (Ts - Tc) per second; where Kc is the the~
. "," " ; ~, .':" , A "':~ c_':~:'('( .'. "," ,',: :",. " :", '-, ":", :.: :\ii" ~.:":"

o~mductivity Of' the charcoal and this-'rais,6s',:thil temperatUre, :dfi'"gm per second
of wood by (Tc - To)., m" is the instantaneous rate of decompos1tion.

-5-
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Therefore, allowing for exothermic heating

L1 -= K w ',(7S-tZ) , /
, <«, lt1 l l J~ .: ""To, -, 'V Ie!), "

If heat exchange were perfect between the stream of volatiles and the
char,. we would have instead of :equation (15)' ',: ":' ,

, 'Ii; .;C, : (' ' , e (7;-7:)'),' "
Ll ~ ~ I"~e '/ -i: / (~~~..:.. V,.,;'')'' .,:' (16)

, c~ 111. s c "'" C"S ,

by an analysis practicall.i' the same as that of Spalding' a "~tam!.TV
film hypothesi e" where.D:. is the "boundary Layer" and 9 S <."
the effective B. Equations(ll) am (12) give ", Cs (.Tc -7;.- 4-!t"J

(18)

" '

"(17) .:
...--', . -.. '

, , ,,'('i) _./.' e,

" ::: ",:I~ 'V, ' , , . /1".,,"//
•. • ;. I . '. , ; •.

where Qs, is given by either .equation (13) or (14) according to '
whether we aSSUDle the v,olatiles are heated, or not by the char, resi,flue,,'"
By definition we have

':,' . .M< (I =- ;Ow otA
" . cU-. ., '

Consider the case of no' heat exchange between volatiles and char-s-
:""Equation' (13) is rearranged as "

'r:'>' -e' i:l = Cs tr,--r..) _ Cs tr, -TcJ
'-\'s LYs. I . t,.,

_ Cs (~-'1S)()G-,), (19),~,

- q~.1 L'l5) - C~ tr,--rs)(~-I)
,whlll"e Qs1' (Tg) is given in Table 2.

: ;

j

, We have from equations (17) and (19), negl~cting Qc ,which from
,equations (9) and (10) is virtually zero when Tg = 7000C or900oC
a.n,d only about 10 cal/gm :or Tg = 500oC•

.,AM 1(.., 0(7; -Ts''V '
, CP~.(79) ~ 1- - Cs {75 -7J (K.-tJ

z 4Y-~!) ("\ _ Cstr~-TS)l~-I)\1 (20)

Gs,W -}- ~,,(:l;,)- t- )
The approximation ' t : ' 3

DC!; 'C~IfJ -=- l{.-o\.TCj -"""Ts) L:1
,

is satisfactory for ,Tg '" Ts but if Ts ~ Tg the right hand side,
is 4 times too large. We shall therefore introduce a "constant" to '*«: r<1 to accommodate departures from the approximation.

, ' . . ..... :" . " '. .

Thus 'equation (2) beccmesc ,

u:" ... iff ,7;' t1; ~--rv(~
lPr/(7\J - '}

.If

- 6 -
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.'
The mean. value in t-lme of mil coz-z-esponds Cat least in so far as the first
major te:-m. on the right-ha..'1d side is concerned): t~ .the mea..n value of Ts and
from equations (15) and,\(18) +118 mea..'llalue of lJ.. mil corresponds:to the,
product of' iii" and ~ max. i.e. /4, that is, :f'!'om equation (15) -,2 . . J

.,~ Cs i\\ ~ Ci;-T,,- q..-(c-0=- 0;-~) - ~ --r:r) . I

4- rrc W c h- _ Te- \ - iM /I (C\l<,Q;,) -CV)!j t ~A22)
\...."i "/ 4t>.r-r;.J, l' "I"'V 1''.1 . ,

We'~ha11 inri.k:e use of the fohowing inequality in simplif'ying some second'l)rder
magnitude terms (, ..- .

. ,' .~ .. Cs~ --r0~ -0 <-<-~.t, ~J - 'Lt-, .

(26)

,(24)

,"

'; .

and'

The Ipaximwn possible value of the le:rt-hand side of this inequality is 0.34 x
0.67 x 600 ~ 136 whioh is about. ;\ of the right-hana. side. For T = 500 0 C the
maximum value of the left-ha..'1d side is 46, about i3 of the oorresponding right..,
hand 'side' value. The 'approXimation is there:Core usable. '. With this '

:"a~proXiiJiati.o'n 'it' may be shoWn that equation (22) reduces to' :

,~ i,~' fc;; -tJ '. ." \' \:- GLd. (-r., -Te-) ~J
,0-" <:\ ~..t - .t(1'''1-Tc.) 5' [et +..k - d.(-Z;-Tcj] ,

. ' ..
where e:t."'::':' ('$tr~ -'<>- C!.-''fcs ).e

4-1<, w

"';.1, -e . 6({t (I..) -, £\;'
41>0[:/

Cs (t -I)
4-pS--r; 3

J~' ":'. ,'.,

(28)

..

II

'.:.:

'Equation (27) which is an app:'.'ox:i.:mation fo):' small .t is llf the 's'a.in~'form
as that found' by Wright 'and Haywar:J. shows that the coef'f'Lrd.errt 'of --e in the
expression for the var-lation of iii" vr,tth -e is greater than

,. ".p( _ . ;_~-c;.-~ksJro~l~.. : .
. ~Kc w f.Q~i tr-J- CVJ
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~' ....

". " '\

""
.,

"\.' ;

. i, .

~~"4.. -' 'i/~s)"''',''

C!'}- T<) «. .IV·

('5: ~_~{~-I)
Negleoting· the value. of' ". ~.tl;) - 1--" c.f. unity which:.~s we have·..se~.· nC"
above is.'at most a '25 per: cent eITor in the c.oefficientl(,·'vi'e ,liave'frOiii'" 'or c. '.. ,;
'equation '(28) " . : .... .'.:.. , '.> -: .: ,.;:~(, .,:,',','.

':,',' >:~ :<v-, ~.r·

., .....
. The values of Iii" given in Table 2 are approximately proportional to

Tg - Tc so that J... is approximately i~ependent of' Tg for a constant
Kc and q, If we take the values of m" given in Table 2 for the 3 DUD
cube the mean value of·O< from'equation (29)is,wlth, Kc + 2 x 19::,4., ..

c ~ s ~ (.' n , .. ) !o "~o"",c .... ,... '!"
:O.oo~~ .'. .'. (_.' ~v ..)<~

p( ~ 4'1'l';'t'l' ~'~o.(,· .' c<tr~-T0' ~
.... " .....,.... I .V . \' .... ...: '':..··r ,,,''>;

.: ... !~, '.~'''' ~;j L. ( ~. C"k~To) ". :~(/,:,;,., ....,
Thus, if q is zero, ol is at least.on;e order·gr.eater.than~haexperi-.;. '",,,i
mentally found value which was 0.75f. "':'-- . 0.3 and despite our approximati!l~.·.

we must conclude that either q'~ Cs(Tc - To) ,i.e. the material is .'
exothermic to about 100 cal/f!JIl or the' tperma1: 'conductivity of charcoal is _
much·.larger than tpe ,,8J.ue·.s,sswned. here.:'· The rOrIJ!8r assu,mption leads to. "N._
manmum values of ! Qs" of 1#), 450 ;,.na: 570 caJ/gm 'f'tlr the thi-es'·tem;ieraturell 
500oC, 7000C and 900oC, values still cOJl.!listent with those .estimated in
Table 2 for Qs.·l and Qs.2 but implyirig {that ·there"is.oonsiderable heat
exchange between the volatiles and thechar:-- -AIternat:i:vely .. that iilez<e is .,'.).i"
oonsiderable z:adiation transfer through the obarooa'L :re~ldue.

'. ~,

Had we used equation (16) instead ofequition' (i5) these cono'lusdons
would still apply qualitatively becaus.eequati9Il (16)' can be regarded as
equivalent to equation (15) with a variable" but neyertheless reduced,
value of Ko and thus it would lead to a greater c.oefficient for the effect.
or .. ·..(! on iil", not less. as is required for compatibility with the, ...

'i"

experimental data..

Conclusions

1. Wright' and ..H1j.yward1·s data may be interpreted as the result of'rate of
charring'almost· constant in time. The variation of decomposition rate- ,
with temPerature 'and'Tyul"panov's data are oori'Bistant with a ph;y'sical :,
rather than a chemioal rate constant. We have 'not attempted here -eo disc~ss
the difference in behaviour across and along the grain. This could well
invoke a more detailed discussion of. the'true kinetics of'·the react;ion ~o,ne.
and the transient h'eat b'alance of'the reaction zone' ~roper.· ..,

may

2;' Values .deduced fl'om thi~' data.· ·for the> he~1; torelE,ase 1 gm'ilf
volatiles are of the order caloulated by assuming wood char'at 300oC,
without allowing for exothermic or endothermic heating; althOUgh this
be ..a.: fa,ctor .~ll the process of de9omposition there' are. too many .
uncertB.intiep. to, decid.e this qu~stion definitely with thes~ data. ",

. '.
" '.: i, ;. ': .:'

3. The experimentJ." va:datiQn of .iii" with cube size suggests either' an
exothermic "€laotian of ,ord,er 100 qa.i!gin:,j)I:'~li: ef'fe~tive thermal conduct
i vity of. the -chancoak. layer,..about an \ordel:"''greater: than that' as sumed j :

i.e. th~ pffect"\i:{'consist.e:n:i{w"'ith a>'~k:' of order 4 x 10-3 rather than
2 x 10-4, c.·g.~.·' tUiits. as asBWli'El'ii here' ti~ some combination of these two
factors.

:' .. :
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